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A Letter to the Desk of the Editor

Hello folks! Hope that you are having a wonderful time. Spring is

knocking at the door. And this is the perfect time for make alive
your 3D model. Yes it is the time to 3D printing. And we are bringing
to you all the itsy bitsy facts of the 3D Printing in SketchUp.

For that reason we are going to introduce the new genre of modern
technology – 3D printing in SketchUp. We have discussed on our
cover story segment on how much 3D printing is necessary for
today’s world. It is always a pleasure for the SketchUp artist to see
how his 3D model is looking in real. We are also introduced Mr.
Oscar Rottink, the two time Champion on 3D Printing Competition in
our Interview section.

Jim Leggitt presents us another wonderful blog on digital water
color effect on Google SketchUp. Nomer Adona teaches us on how to
do Modeling Frame using SketchUp and FotoSketcher. Bonnie Roskes
brings in some nice SketchUp Style in her piece of writing. Tips of
Ferry Sugianto definitely help the SketchUp users just like it helped
me. Virgo Oktaviano shares his story of SketchUp with us from
which the newbie artists will get inspiration for sure. The
introduction of Google Earth 6.2 positively affects the productivity
of SketchUp. The News Room section is the place where you can
stay updated regarding the latest happening of SketchUp World.
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Hope that you will like this publication of Sketchup ur Space. We will
love to hear feedback from you. Please send me your views at
debarati@sketchup4architect.com.
Happy Reading!

KNOWLEDGE IS THAT FRUIT THAT GROWS BIGGER WHEN
SHARED!

Best wishes
Debarati Nath
Editor
For any feedback and query please mail us at
debarati@sketchup4architect.com
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Bring Ur Idea to Life in 3 Dimension:3D
Printing and SketchUp

Author: Debarati Nath

Building a house of our own is the precious dream of everyone’s life.

SketchUp helps you to see the house virtually on the monitor of your
computer. But there is something more exciting than only to see the
house virtually. And 3D Printing makes possible to touch, feel and
see your dream house in reality. 3D Printing is the way to hold the
3D model of your house in hand. And SketchUp helps you to achieve
the perfection of your dream comes reality.

3D Printing is a well searched word for the architectural, industrial
design, engineering, construction, automotive, aerospace, medical,
jewelry, footwear and in many more sectors. 3D Printing is a process
in which three dimensional objects can be created from the digital
file of the 3D designing software like SketchUp. With the help of
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SketchUp and 3D Printing, you can have a miniature 3D model of the
thing you design in SketchUp. 3D Printing has now become immensely
popular in designing and architectural sectors. With the help of the
3D printing the architects can give their clients an opportunity to
touch their dream. There are many companies who provide 3D
Printing services for SketchUp like i.materialise, Shapeways,
CADSpan, Sweet Onion and many more.

There are many methods of 3D printings are available in the market.
Their main differences are found in the way layers are built to
create parts. Some methods use melting or softening material to
produce the layers, e.g. selective laser sintering (SLS) and fused
deposition modeling (FDM), while others lay liquid materials that are
cured with different technologies, i.e. stereolithography (SLA). In
the case of laminated object manufacturing (LOM), thin layers are
cut to shape and joined together (i.e. paper, polymer, metal). Each
method has its advantages and drawbacks, and consequently some
companies offer a choice between powder and polymer as the
material from which the object emerges.[3] Generally, the main
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considerations are speed, cost of the printed prototype, cost of the
3D printer, choice and cost of materials and colour capabilities.

Fused Deposition Modeling or FDM is a technology in which a nozzle
is used to deposit molten polymer like ABS, PC or PPSU on a support
structure in layer by layer. Another well known method is the
selective fusing of print media in a granular bed. In this process the
unfused media give the support to the overhangs and thin walls in
the part being produced. In this way it reduces the requirements of
the auxiliary temporary supports for the workpiece. Generally a
help of laser is taken to form the media and shape the solid part.
Another similar kind of 3D Printing named Electron Beam Melting is
used for metal parts like titanium alloy. For food grade art objects
the CandyFab printing system is being used. In Inkjet printing
system the printer itself creates the model layer by layer by
spreading the plaster or resins powder. There is another method
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called Photopolymerization in which the liquid polymer is exposed to
light from a DPL projector under safelight conditions.

Though 3D Printing is a great tool for design visualization,
prototyping/CAD, metal casting, architecture, education, geospatial,
healthcare and entertainment/retail industries but it is god send
gift for the architectural industry. The five benefits of 3D Printing
are:
• Increase innovation
• Improve communication
• Speed time to construction
• Reduce costs
• Win Business
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Three dimensional printing or 3D Printing is an outstanding way to
visualize and communicate your architectural ideas and concepts
with the clients. There’s simply no substitute for the tactile and
visual feedback a physical model can provide – and with Dimension,
you can create both simple and complex models in real space and
proportionately scaled.
A Dimension Printer could create the same model in just hours.
Dimension 3D printers also allow you to experiment with new
concepts and numerous design iterations – without extensive time or
building expense. It is always a good experience to see your dream in
a miniature form before executing.

The already wide-range applicability of 3D printing is readily
apparent, albeit, currently limited to prototypes and models.
However, many companies are already investing heavily into the next
phase of 3D printing, referred to as direct digital manufacturing,
D.D.M., which will facilitate increased printing quality and capability,
such as manufactured goods. A few examples of these next-phase
capabilities include printing spare parts for all sorts of appliances
and vehicles instead of ordering them from manufacturers and
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having to wait for delivery and pay for the cost of shipping — a
godsend for anyone who owns a Volvo. 3D concrete printing would
even allow for on-site printing of large-scale building materials for
any specification, currently being worked on by Loughborough
University in England; it could even print food.
But it’s not all about the big industry uses; 3D printing already
exists today for cultural, personal and individual use. Anyone with
around $1,200 to $2,000 can buy their own 3D printer from a
number of different websites like makerbot.com or
bitsfrombytes.com. Of course the cartridges of materials are extra
costs, but in my opinion, having the ability to print any shape or
object you can think of is well worth it. Although this process is in
the very early stages of development and many people have yet to
hear about it or come to an understanding of it, the fact that it is
already a reality is remarkable; the fact that it’s just getting
started is extraordinary. Even as I write this I can’t wrap my head
around the implications of 3D printing in our already-advancing
society; the possibilities seem fascinatingly endless and remedies to
issues of varying significance become more and more apparent.
There are a few companies who can deliver the 3D printing when
your place your order by uploading the SketchUp model on their
website. Companies like i.materialise, Shapeways, Sweet Onions and
CADspan have made the 3D printing is an easy thing. Generally the
3D printings of the SketchUp model consist various types of file
conversion, scale conversion and quite a bit of checking for many
things. But now many plug ins are available to make the SketchUp to
object printing process is the easiest one. The plug ins help the
users to create a scale model of your SketchUp design which is
ready to upload it for 3D printing.
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Rendezvous with Oscar Rottink, the 3D
Printing Competition Winner

Interviewer: Debarati Nath
1. Hello Oscar. Welcome to the space of SketchUp. Please tell us
something about yourself.
I'm Oscar Rottink, a Dutch 38 year old designer who started his
career working in the prepress business for some years. After that
job I got a career at an advertising agency working for companies
like Volvo Cars, Gazelle (Dutch bicycle brand) and some other large
companies. I was mostly working on online campaigns for those
brands. My SketchUp is mostly hobby but I love everything
concerning design. When I discovered SketchUp I started building
concepts of houses since I love great architecture. To finish the
images I use V-Ray to render smooth images. I would love to do more
paid jobs with SketchUp/V-Ray.
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2. You are an architect, visualizer, 3D designer, advertising
person, forum moderator, social media marketing manager. How
do you manage all of the avatars?
Sometimes hard to find the time but if you're interested in a
certain subject you will find the motivation and energy. Have to
admit it is sometimes hard and especially designing in
SketchUp can take a lot of time. And I have the handicap… I'm
pretty picky of the things I create. Not easily satisfied about
my own work (if it's just 2D design or 3D, doesn't matter).

3. You are quite a famous name in the SketchUp 3D Printing
arena. Please share your experience in 3D printing.
Well it's quite an expensive technique still. But since my hobby
is designing houses, I joined a contest organized by
i.materialise called 'world of houses'. The three best designs
got their house 3D printed in full color. Which is an awesome
technique and it is great to have your design touchable at your
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desk. Too bad they don't print on full-scale . After the 'World
of houses' contest I joined a contest also organized by
i.materialise where you should design a lamp. Since a lamp is
just a lamp I made the 'aMazeLight', a lamp containing 4
different and playable mazes on the side. Interactivity and
function combined. That light was 3D printed as well since they
decided to give me the 'special jury award' because they liked
the concept of interactivity. (pictures of both prints can be
seen at http://fizion.nl/3d).
The nice thing is they also took my 3D house to a Dutch fair
past month placing it in a vitine. Yeah well it's a big motivation
if people are enthusiastic about the things you design.

4. You are the winner of the international 3D designing
competition. We want to hear from you about the experience.
Well with the 'World of Houses' competition there were a lot
of great designs people created. Not really sure why my design
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was a winning model. But designing a house is a lot of work if
you are picky as me. I joined because I already got an almost
finished design. I did send those two houses and I think they
also liked the other one but not enough to be a winner. But it's
nice they take my house to exhibitions about 3D printing to
show their full color 3D printing capabilities.

Feels great when people like your design. Got a lot of positive
feedback from friends and the 3D print of my house is at my
office space at the moment because people over there were
curious about the quality compared to low end printers like the
Makerbot which is just more rough and not full color. I think
the nice thing about design in general is the fact that people
have an opinion and think about it. If they love it, hate it,
doesn't matter. The more experimental a design is the more
extreme people’s love/hate opinions will be. Its nice people
think about something these days and think everyone has an
opinion about design/art related things.
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5. According to you what is the importance of 3D Printing?
Well I think it has a great future. Since there are more and
more materials you can print with (even metals) it is possible to
create i.e. your own wedding rings, jewelry. It's still an
expensive technique but I think the price will be lower as time
moves on. It's a great way to visualize your own designs and
think the resolution of the printers will get better over time as
well. They are now experimenting printing human organs which
print human cells. Sounds a bit scary but I think it could be a
real help if donor organs are needed. I'm really curious how 3D
printing will evolve in the next 5-10 years. But if you could for
example print new skin for burning victims, would be a great
help.
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6. How did you find SketchUp?
I discovered SketchUp when I was trying to model my house in
another 3D program. That program was not real easy to use
and I then looked on the internet for another program and
discovered SketchUp. At first I had mixed feelings about it. It
is a very easy modeling program if you don't want to make
organic models and you can use it for free (with some minor
limitations). But if you start with SketchUp it's really a good
thing to buy a book like SketchUp for Dummies. I used/wasted
a lot of time discovering some things which are really easy but
not that clear if you just use the program first time. Like
entering measurements, creating groups so everything doesn't
stick together. All not that complicated but pretty hard to
find out without a book. There are some great tutorials on
YouTube. I had some 3D experience from ages ago working
with 3D Studio under DOS. But SketchUp works very intuitive
but you really need some nice (mostly free) plugins to work
efficiently.
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7. What is your inspiration behind the 3D Printing in SketchUp?
Well 3D printing ain't my first motivation to use SketchUp but
it's great it's possible and everyone is able to print their own
designs. I never start using SketchUp because I want a 3D
print but it's great there is an easy 3D tool, SketchUp and
that you are able to convert those idea's to a real model. If
you asked me this 15 years ago I wouldn't have imagined it
would be possible. And there are more and more 3D printing
corporations think that will be good for the consumer in the
end. I mean, it's so cool to have something you designed as
really usable object. i.materialise but also some other printing
companies also offer you the change to sell your design at their
store. So if you designed an awesome ring you can offer it in
their store and even earn money if it gets sold.
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8. What is so special about SketchUp that you choose it over
other 3D designing tool?
There is very low learning curve if you watch some tutorials or buy a
good book. And I think for fast architecture designs it's great if
you know the basics. Not that there aren't any disadvantages.
It’s disappointing how SketchUp handles big models very bad. I
don't understand why there is no 64-bit version which would be good
memory wise. Same with the fact SketchUp doesn't support the
CPU's multi-cores. And it's nice they added a Boolean function in
version 8 but without some nice Ruby plugin's some things are really
hard to create. And I know you can't compare SketchUp to
something like 3D Max but the usability of SketchUp and low
learning curve is great. Some things just should be somewhat more
user friendly like entering measurements. If you know how to do it
it's so easy but all people I told they should try SketchUp have
problems because the box with measurements doesn't give any
feedback. You just have to type in numbers, which is easy but you
have to know it works that way. And I'm very interested in interface
design and usability and SketchUp can improve a lot looking at those
aspects.
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9. So far, what is your most favorite 3D printing model of
SketchUp?
My house is my favorite model. It might not be useful like the
lamp but love it since its printed full color and there's a lot of
work in it. Also for the guys from i.materialise because they
had adjusted some things so they could be printed. Like the
balconies and the winding staircase inside.

10.

What is you hobby?

I love design but when I'm not busy with design, Sketchup or
something that might feel as work I love to meet with my friends in
a pub or restaurant or just lie down on the couch to see a nice movie.
It simply can't be all work. But when I have a nice idea about
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something I can't resist visualizing it.
11. How do you like to see SketchUp develop in future days?
Like I said earlier, think it should be faster and plenty of great
ruby scripts should be implemented by default. It's not that
they should turn SketchUp into a 3D Max/Maya program but
faster and some new options would be really great. And maybe
a better interface with some tooltips to help new users. Some
things are really improved but Google improved in version 8
some things which made it easier to create Google Earth
models. That's their advantage, now do something for people
who use Google SketchUp for other things. Wonder what a new
version will bring us.
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12.

Please give some advice to the budding designers on

SketchUp and 3D printing
Watch some tutorials on YouTube. There are plenty concerning
houses. There are also plenty of ways how to come to the same
result. But I like to make lots of groups so I am more flexible
to change stuff afterwards. Learn how to enter measurements
in SketchUp (which is easy but not really clear) and keep an

eye on the units you filled in at the model info panel since they
do matter. If you want your creation to be more realistic
consider using a 3rd party render plugin. There are free ones
but you can also use something like V-Ray which has a free 30day trial. Without the render plugin's I wouldn't have use
SketchUp that much since I love a nice picture of my
creations. Although the 'sketchy' output of SketchUp can
work as well if you just have to present a raw concept.
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13.

What is your opinion about Sketchup ur Space?

Sketchup ur Space is a great magazine to promote the use of
SketchUp and learn a lot about its users and how it can be
used. There is a lot of progression in how SketchUp is used by
people in architecture but also on other levels. Think SketchUp
is a great and easy tool to use for starters but also more
experienced designers and Sketchup ur Space shows that
perfectly.
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Customer Success Story Ixor VFX, Greece

Interviewer: Chaos Group
THE STORYTELLERS
Chaos Group recently had the opportunity to catch up with
Andronikos Bisogiannis at IXOR to discuss a few of the studio’s
most recent projects and talk about what’s in store for 2012.
Established in 2005, IXOR is a CG production studio based in
Athens, Greece with offices in London, New York, and Los
Angeles. Andronikos recalls, “In the early days of IXOR one thing
was clear – everyone at the studio shared a passion for computer
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graphics. We started off creating architectural images and TV
commercials, and over the last few years, IXOR has evolved into a
full CGI production company offering high quality visual effects, CG
creatures, and CG animals.”
INSPIRATION AND TEAM WORK
IXOR’s full-time staff consists of twelve artists with a variety of
expertise, including concept and storyboard artists, modelers,
character animators, fluids experts, compositors, and software
developers. The entire creative team is passionate about their work
and consistently strives to outdo themselves with each new project.

The team is currently working on a new project for a major brand of
scotch whiskey, involving extensive liquid effects work. ”We have
also spearheaded the in-house production of a full CG animated
short. This production is going to be a sci-fi drama with a few
unexpected twists in the end. It is estimated to be complete by late
May or early June 2012, and will showcase our growing skills in
storytelling and visual art.”
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THE BACKSTAGE EXPERIENCE
Curious to get a backstage look at IXOR’s projects, we asked about
the challenges they encountered in production and which parts of
the V-Ray toolkit were essential in solving them.
Scrooge Animation
For the Scrooge animation, the VRayFastSSS2 shader was
instrumental in making the skin-tone appear realistic. The hair was
created with Hair Farm™ and rendered in V-Ray® using multiple

Render Elements for final compositing.
Gazprom Commercial
The Gazprom commercial was a challenging project due to the
amount of white in each scene. “It was a bit tricky at first,” admits
Andronikos, “but we solved it by using sub-surface scattering
materials for the ice and snow, blending them as needed to reveal
the volume inside the models”. To generate realistic lighting and
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reflections, the team used an HDR in the environment and inside the
Dome light and added a direct light to create more contrast without
hard shadows.
Andronikos would like to thank the entire team at IXOR for their
hard work and especially Antonis Fylladitis who was the lead CG

artist in the above projects.

CUSTOMER BENEFITS
Wrapping up our conversation with Andronikos Bisogiannis, he shared
his thoughts on the benefits of using V-Ray in IXOR’s workflow,
“Features like VRayProxy, extensive Render Elements, and fast GI
have made V-Ray® an indispensable tool for our creative team. V-Ray
RT GPU rendering allows us to save valuable time as we develop and
adjust lighting setups, giving us a clear indication of what the final
image will look like almost immediately.”
In addition, V-Ray® is also compatible with ReFaMo, IXOR’s
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proprietary network management and monitoring software with
render farm and cluster capabilities. “By using ReFaMo and V-Ray®
in tandem, we can easily adjust V-Ray® settings, regulate render
distribution, and remotely manage DLLs and proxy files throughout
our entire network,” he says. “This combination minimizes our
production time and maximizes our efficiency and creativity.”
Special thanks to Andronikos and the IXOR team, looking forward to
more outstanding work!
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Styles from SketchUp Artists

Author: Bonnie Roskes
This project will help you use styles to display a nice model like this:

In some very eye-catching ways:
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For this project, it helps to have some basic knowledge of Google
SketchUp (though detailed instructions are provided). In particular,
it’s important to know how to zoom, rotate, and pan the view. If you
need more information on how to get started, and a description of
some basic tools, please read 3DVinci’s Getting Started Guide (PDF):
PC users: go to http://www.3dvinci.net/SketchUp_Intro_PC.pdf.
Mac users: go to http://www.3dvinci.net/SketchUp_Intro_MAC.pdf.
Step 1: SketchUp’s Default Styles
1. Open Google SketchUp. If your file contains a person standing on
the ground near the origin, click the Eraser tool and erase him / her.
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2. Click the Get Models tool.

3. This opens a 3D Warehouse search page; enter whatever search
term you want. I’m looking for a Porsche model, and the one I picked
is indicated below. For the model you choose, click the “Download
Model” link.

4. When asked if you want to load the model directly into your file,
click Yes.
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This is how my model looks, with a white background and a blue sky.
The look of your model depends on the style of the template you
chose when opening SketchUp - some styles have different
background colors, face colors, etc.

Templates are selected when you start up SketchUp and see
the Welcome to SketchUp window. If you don’t see this window,
you’ve probably instructed SketchUp to always open with the same
template. When SketchUp is open, you can change the default
template by choosing Help / Welcome to SketchUp. The new
template will appear the next time you open SketchUp.
5. What exactly is a SketchUp style? To see what styles are all
about, choose Window / Styles to open the Styles window. The name
of your model’s style is listed at the top; mine is “Training Style”
which is part of the training templates.
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The various properties of a style can be accessed when you click the
Edit tab. There are several types of settings: edges, faces,
backgrounds, etc. If you do poke around and make changes in the
Edit tab, be sure to switch back to the Select tab.
6. To see how changing the style affects the look of your model,
SketchUp has several default styles included. Open a style collection
such as “Color Sets” shown below. Click one of the swatches, such as
“Blue and Orange.” With this style, the background color changes to
blue, all edges turn orange (yikes!)
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You’ll notice that the various swatches in the “Color Sets” collection
show different colors for model faces, both front and back. These
are the default face colors, and will only be applied to faces that
aren’t already painted. In my Porsche example, all of the car’s faces
are already assigned specific colors. So the green and black faces
shown in the “Blue and Orange” style aren’t applied anywhere.
It’s fun to explore the other SketchUp styles to see all the various
appearances you can get. For example, here’s “Pen Red” from the
“Sketchy Edges” collection . . .

. . . and this one is “Stain Edges with Frame” from the “Style Builder
Competition Winner” collection. This one has a watermark - an image
surrounding the model that looks like a tabbed frame.
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Step 2: SketchUp Artists Styles
There are a lot of nice styles provided with SketchUp, and of course
you can always change any styles or create your own. And there are
also styles available for free from other sources, such as SketchUp
Artists.
1. Point your browser to http://www.sketchupartists.org. This site is
a wonderful resource for tutorials, primarily about rendering and
visualization, not so much on using SketchUp itself for modeling. But
you can spend a lot of time ogling the gorgeous images all over the
site. On the left side, click “SketchUp Styles 2011.”
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2. Find a style you like, such as “Splotchy Style” by Dave Richards,
and click it to start the download.
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3. You’ll be download a ZIP file. When you open this file, you’ll have
one file whose extension is .style.

4. Where does a style file need to go? Open your SketchUp
installation folder, and find the “Styles” subfolder. Within “Styles”
you’ll find more subfolders, each representing the collection you saw
in SketchUp’s Styles window.
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5. It doesn’t really matter where you place the style file; SketchUp
can read it from anywhere. But the easiest way to incorporate a new
style into SketchUp is to place it inside an existing style collection
folder. I’m opening “Assorted Styles” and placing my “Splotchy.style”
file inside it.

6. Go back to SketchUp and open the “Assorted Styles” collection.
If you don’t see your new style, click the Details arrow shown below,
and choose Refresh.
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Now you should see the new style, and if you hover your cursor over
the swatch you’ll see its name pop up.

7. Click to apply the new style. This “Splotchy” style uses pencil-like
edges, with a grainy paper background with some overlaid circular
splotches. It’s a much different look than SketchUp’s normal,
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“cartoony” appearance (nothing against cartoons, of course).

Try out a few more styles from SketchUp Artists. This one is “Fat
Crayon” by Chris 71:

Here’s “Painted Fabric 1” by Dave Richards:
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And here’s my favorite: “Etch a Sketch,” also by Dave Richards.

This project has given me ideas for two upcoming projects: creating
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your own watermarked styles (including overlaid and underlaid
images), and how to mix and match styles. Please email me
(bonnie@3dvinci.net) if either or both of these strike your fancy!
If you try this project and have a model with a great style that
you’d like to share, please let me know! I would be happy to blog
about your project, and include in an upcoming newsletter.
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Tips To Change the Background in
SketchUp

Author: Ferry Sugianto
Here are the tips on how to change the background in
SketchUp (not for render).
Usually when we want to present our SketchUp drawing to
our client, it’s only a sky, isn't it? SO, with this way, we can
change / customize our background so at least it will make
our scene more real although it’s only a sketch without
rendered.
If you want to render the scene (vray or podium or anything
else render engine), then you should use HDRI or customize
on Photoshop.
So, here is the step by step:
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1. Show the Styles window by accessing menu Window ->
Style.
2. In window Style, choose tab "Edit", then choose
"Watermark" from the menu
3. Click "(+)" icon then select a bitmap whatever you want to
show for your background image, usually its a sky image or
something else. The bigger the image size will make more
smooth.
4. then, you will get a dialog question window, choose
"Background". Then, "Watermark1" on the option can
changed/renamed to whatever u want.
5. The next dialog, let the settings to the default, just click
"Next".
6. Next dialog, choose "Positioned in the screen", then move
the slider in the "Scale" to the right, This means our bitmap
will strecthed fully. Thats why i suggest you use bigger
image size so you will get smoother result.
7. Then, on the bullet icon, this means how the image
repetition start. In this case, i select the bottom center.
But you can select/try your own based on your image. Then,
click "Finish"
Done.. ! ^_^ .. the parameter i mention above is not absolute,
you can take your time to experience .. i hope this is useful
for you ..
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My Story With SketchUp

Author: Virgo Oktaviano
Hello friends! My name is Virgo Oktaviano. I come from Indonesia. I
graduated in 2007 from Gunadarma University with Bachelor of
Architecture. Currently, I work as architect and interior designer
and interested with art, music and photography and in the next few
lines I will tell a little of my story with sketchup.
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Since childhood I've loved art, especially painting and drawing.
Variety of drawings and paintings I have produced up to me to have
hope to become an architect or a painter. Therefore, after high
school, I went to university and majored in architectural engineering.
from there I began to start finding out about the software to
support the work of an architect, and eventually I was introduced to
google sketchup. In 2006, I have been introduced with google
sketchup 5 by my friend Abdullah Rofii or known as ziegrusak, the
admin of indosketchup.
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I immediately liked this software because the layout looks simple
and very easy to use. I just import DWG files from AutoCAD and
then I started making the modeling in sketchup, and it was very
enjoyable. Other than that there are many styles that can be used
to make us better images for presentations, even without the need
to be rendered.

Then I started to use it in my professional work in 2008. Afterward,
in 2009 I started to know about vray for sketchup and begin to
learn more about it until now. Vray for sketchup is a program that I
was waiting to be used because it can produce such images look
realistic.
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When the first time I used vray for sketchup, the result was not
very good and satisfy at all. Since then, I intend to be able to
produce good drawings by vray for sketchup. I started looking for
tutorials on the internet, I learned then I practiced over and over
again until it
works. I sometimes spent a month just to learn one scene. so I could
make a satisfactory result from a variety of different scenes.
3d visualization in studying the many things that need to be studied
as well. one of which is photography.
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Technically, photography teach many things to me. We can learn
about camera angle, composition, scale, room ambience etc. Then, I
try to apply these issues in within the scene that I made by
sketchup so that the final result will be the same quality with photos
taken by camera.

Finally, the most important thing is how we put our passion on our
goals and our ideals. We should feel pleasure in doing so, especially in
making 3d visualizations. Thus we can enjoy the results with pride, as
well as clients who need results. And now, sketchup can give it all to
me.
Pleased to thank you for reading my story. warm greetings to all.
Virgo Oktaviano
igho.1209@gmail.com
virgooktaviano.tk
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Digital Watercolor Effect with Google
SketchUp

Author: Jim Leggitt
I love exploring new methods for visualizing conceptual design that
combine traditional hand drawing with 2D/3D digital tools such
as Google SketchUp,Shaderlight and Adobe Photoshop. This specific
technique is called a “digital watercolor” as it comes close to what a
traditional watercolor painting looks like but is achieved with colored
markers and Photoshop filters.
This project was for the promotion of a new museum classroom in a
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fundraising campaign. I began with the building’s Google SketchUp
model built by the museum architect, populated the space with
entourage and then transformed the SketchUp view into the final
digital watercolor. My two step process - 1) project modeling and 2)
project rendering is explained below.
Step 1 - Project Modeling

Research Images. The museum established a “prairie” theme for
the classroom and supplied some photographs of a mounted antelope
and other background visuals for the scene. I photographed the
actual tree that was visible from within the classroom. All images
were incorporated into the SketchUp model.
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First Generation SketchUp Model. I quickly generated the initial
SketchUp model and populated it with lots of children and adults.
The scene was reviewed by the museum educational staff and I was
advised to remove all of the adult figures except three teachers and
triple the number of children in the scene.

Second Generation SketchUp Model. Compare this model with the
previous version and notice the refinements in the model. I carefully
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placed children in the foreground and background, added the tree
photograph in the windows, and added more tabletop projects
requested by the teachers. Most of the SketchUp children were
from components offered by Entourage Arts. I send this updated
scene to my client for approval to continue with the final rendering
step
Step 2 - Project Rendering

Exported SketchUp Edges. This next process involved rendering
the model with the SketchUp plugin called Shaderlight. This
photorealistic rendering program established the indoor lighting
characteristics in the scene along with the direct sunlight casting
shadows across the rear wall. Because the rendering software
eliminates all SketchUp edges, I exported the linework from my
SketchUp model and combined them with the Shaderlight view.
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Printed Composite Model View. After combining the Shaderlight
rendered scene with the linework, I adjusted the contrast of the
image in Photoshop. This “lightening” of the image was necessary in
order to add back color and shadows with colored markers and
pencils. The ideal effect is to give the image layer a 75%
transparency and the linework a 50% transparency in Photoshop. I
printed the view onto 13”x19” matte finish Epson Presentation
paper using an inkjet printer.
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Hand Coloring with Markers and Pencils. This was my favorite step
in the rendering process as I was able to add character and
informality to the scene using a combination of Chartpak AD
markers and Prismacolor pencils. The hand coloring process reduces
the computer model dominance and transforms the image into one
that appears hand drawn! I added marker shadows throughout and
highlighted many of the edges with a white colored pencil.

Final Hand Rendered Scene. Notice how this view has an overall
lack of contrast. This was deliberate as I would eventually increase
the contrast in Photoshop with the final watercolor filtering step.
Hand drawing on the SketchUp model scene created a hybrid
visualization that was part 3D digital model and part hand drawing.
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Final Digital Watercolor. I scanned the print as a TIFF image at
300dpi and brought it into Adobe Photoshop. Using the watercolor
filter, I transformed the image to give it the appearance of a
painting. Notice how the marker lines have a darker edge to them similar to how paint dries on watercolor paper. My final step was to
adjust the image contrast and increase the light and dark tones in
the image. An enlargement of the final digital watercolor is shown
below.

Cross posted from Jim Leggitt Blog
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The Introduction of Google Earth 6.2

Author: Debarati Nath
Now whenever you open Google Earth, you will never see the distracting
patchwork on your monitor. Not for a single time. Google has upgraded
the Google Earth overnight and the new version is called Google Earth
6.2. Not only they removed the patchwork effect but also they introduced
seamless smooth scrolling action and easy share and search option.
From this version of Google Earth you can understand that earth is the
most beautiful planet of the universe and this time Google Earth 6.2
does not hamper the beauty. Now you can have a virtual adventure with
your friend or can check the future vacation spot.
The mosaic images of the mosaic of the satellite and aerial images
which have made the globe of the Google Earth have been taken on
different date, light and weather. For that reason some parts of the
Google Earth appears patchy. But in this version a new way of rendering
imagery which smoothes out the haziness or quilt of the images. This
smoothen out surface of the Google Earth 6.2 offers a terrific interactive
way to view the planet on the monitor of your computer and phone. And
this smooth view is not for the distance view only, it continues as you
zoom in to get a clearer image. This smooth view is available on all
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version of the Google Earth but the 6.2 version gives you the best
viewing experience.

Google is trying to integrate all of its products to Google+. In this regard
they combine Google Earth 6.2 with Google+. You can add a screenshot
of Google Earth on your Google+ profile. In this way you can show any
place of your choice and share information of about it to your circle. You
can take a virtual tour with your family, friend or colleague. If you have
some good memory or unknown facts regarding a certain place just go
to the Google Earth 6.2, share the screenshot with the information and it
will be on everyone’s monitor. The easiest way to do this, just sign in to
your Google account in the upper right hand corner of the screen of
Google Earth and then you have to click on the share button. The
selected screenshot of your favorite place, childhood school, old house,
you favorite junk food corner, your vacation spot, mountain, sea, desert
will be on your profile.
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Tutorial: Modeling Frame using
SketchUp and Foto-Sketcher

Author: Nomer Adona
Today I was playing with the new Foto-Sketcher 2.25 and I must say
I always like it. I decided to play with the realistic frame that you
can do using this software and use them as projected texture in
SKetchUp. Here is how I did it.
Step1: Foto-Sketcher frames
First I open the Foto-Sketcher and loaded some of the photos I
wanted to turn into digital art and then chosen "Add Frame". In the
Frame Parameters, you can create your different types of frames.
Once you are happy save your file. You can also do your photos in
batch..
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Step 2: Sketchup Workflow
Create a rectangular face in SketchUp. Now import the jpg texture
and tick "use as texture".
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Drag the texture to the face. It will automatically apply as texture.
Adjust the size of your face based on the proportion of your image.

Next you need to right click on the face, select texture and tick
"projected"
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Next you need to use the offset tool and place the offset lines to
the inside of the frame and pictures. Use push pull tool to give them
depths. (See below image)
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For the outside frame, you can add an arc closed face. (See below
image)

Select the outside lines and use "Follow me tool"
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Here is the completed model

Now reapply the texture (click+alt) to apply to the whole model at
once.
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Here is the textured model.
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Do as many as you can and you can use them in your scene. The
advantage of baked textures is its realistic and quick to render. The
image was rendered less than 10 minutes.

Cross Posted from Nomer Adona's Blog
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3D ships dock at the Pirate Bay
For websites like The Pirate Bay, films, television shows and games may
not be going far enough in the realms of file-sharing.
After an announcement last month by the site that it was offering a new
category of downloadable torrents, named ‘Physibles’, it remained to be
seen whether users would be enticed to download 3D digital files of
cowboy hats, teddy bears or ships to print out as physical objects.
It seems The Pirate Bay’s goal for users to ‘download sneakers within 20
years’ may not be so far-fetched after all.
The ‘Pirate Bay Pirate Ship’ is currently one of the most popular 3D
downloadable files in the ‘Physibles’ section, with optical illusions and a
1970s Chevelle Hot-Rod 3D model also maintaining high popularity in
relation to the niche torrent section and its 25 downloads currently
available.
This ship belongs to Canadian Charles Randall, who after spotting the
3D model torrent downloaded the digital file and is now the proud owner
of a mini-Pirate Bay pirate ship.

According to TorrentFreak, In order to turn the model’s blueprint in to a
physical toy, Randall used an online 3D printing service to purchase a
printed copy for his personal use after downloading the file. Ironically,
the printing company Shapeways.com requires
potential
users to own the copyright to a model
before printing
— and that is
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exactly what the downloader told them was the case.
Unlike regular downloads on BitTorrent, however, printable 3D objects
come with a price tag that is not for the faint hearted. With the cost of 3D
printing currently rather expensive, a user may have to invest over $100
to possess a pirate ship for their very own.
“The raw price was about $80 for the material, $6.50 for the shipping,
and then I had to pay $15 in Canadian duties.” Randall said.
3D printing as a concept is not a new idea, but it is only recently that
manufacturers are taking its potential seriously. It has the potential to
change the mass production industry, but more than revolutionizing
businesses, 3D printing has began to permeate other fields — from toys
to medicine.
As a design process, 3D printing is formed through creating threedimensional objects from a digital file. It is also known as ‘additive
manufacturing’, due to an object becoming formed through successive
layers of material. Individual layers are no thicker than 0.004 in (0.1
mm).
Software such as Google SketchUp and Wings 3D is available for users
to create the 3D digital files necessary for this kind of printing and
modelling.
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E-on Ships LumenRT Review v2 for
SketchUp
BEAVERTON, OR, Feb 1, 2012 - e-on software the leader in 3D sky,
light and nature generation of the company’s revolutionary product
for the interactive visualization of architectural projects with full
physical lighting. The product, currently compatible with SketchUp,
is being ported to other platforms. To support this major release, eon software also publishes a free trial version of LumenRT 2 for
Macintosh and Windows, immediately available for download
from try.lumenrt.com.

E-on software invites all architects and designers to watch the
LumenRT 2 Review presentation video, showcasing the true real-time
power of LumenRT 2. To view video, entirely rendered with LumenRT
2, click here.
Last but not least, e-on software is happy to announce that the
upgrade to LumenRT 2 is available for free to all registered users of
LumenRT 1. However, because this offer is limited in time, e-on
software indicates that current users should upgrade without delay.
LumenRT 2 Review: A New Media for Architects Is Born
With last year’s successful introduction of
LumenRT, e-on
software
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made a noticeable entry into the real-time market. This first version
was immediately recognized as a significant advance by the
architectural industry (including a nomination to 3D World CG
Awards 2011 for Plugin of the Year),leading to many prominent
ArchViz companies embracing LumenRT’s revolutionary approach.
The ability to create accurately lit, immersive 3D visualizations of
their projects and to share them with their clients was indeed
considered a substantial asset.
LumenRT is the only solution that combines real-time rendering with
a full, physical simulation of light, letting architects and their clients
accurately experience the true volume and lighting of their designs.
Thanks to LumenRT 2 Review, architects no longer have to choose
between high-quality images and real-time visualization. They can
create high quality real-time visualizations of their models, explore
them with any standard or 3D mouse and share them with their
clients as self contained executables.
With a completely new, state-of-the-art real-time engine, LumenRT
2 hoards a plentiful number of new features and enhancements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete physical simulation of light
Physically accurate reflections
Adjustable time of day
Precise anti-aliasing and motion blur
Soft shadows with varying softness
Superb water and underwater effects
Advanced material rendering
Photo-realistic skies
Low quality mode for optimized performance on slower boards
And a lot more

For the complete list of new features in LumenRT 2 Review for
SketchUp, click here.
Sample LiveCubes, pictures and videos are available on
the lumenrt.com website, showcasing
the amazing
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quality of the real-time visualizations produced by this software.
For more information, click here.
Pricing, Availability, Special Offers and Free Upgrades
LumenRT 2 Review for SketchUp works with both the free and the
Pro versions of SketchUp.
LumenRT 2 Review for SketchUp is immediately available from e-on
software’s online store and currently retails for $195 (introductory
price - SRP: $295).
LumenRT is a 32 & 64 bits application, designed for the Windows
32/64 bits XP, Vista and 7 as well as Intel Mac OS X platforms
(v10.6+).
Users of the first generation of LumenRT Review for SketchUp are
eligible for a free upgrade to LumenRT 2 until February 29, 2012.
Ordering and download instructions are sent individually.
For detailed system requirements and purchasing options, click here.
LumenRT 2 Review Trial Version
The release of LumenRT 2 also marks the release of the first Trial
Version of LumenRT, immediately available from try.lumenrt.com.
The trial version of LumenRT 2 Review for SketchUp is a fully
functional version of LumenRT 2, valid for 15 days. Output from the
trial version is watermarked and not valid for commercial use. The
trial version enables all SketchUp users to check how their
communication could benefit from e-on software’s cutting-edge
technology. The trial version can easily be converted into a full
commercial license by purchasing the product directly from within
the plug-in or a LiveCube.
Those who don’t use SketchUp can still experience the visual quality
of LumenRT LiveCubes right away by downloading a set of sample
LumenRT 2 LiveCubes. For further information, click here. Explore
them live on their computer while they wait for support of their
favorite application. The complete electronic documentation is also
available for download from that
page.
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About e-on software
E-on software is the leading developer of solutions for the creation,
animation, rendering and integration of natural 3D environments.
Offering a wide array of Digital Nature products and applications, eon software provides solutions adapted to every project and budget.
E-on software products are used worldwide by the film, television,
architecture, game, science, educational and entertainment
industries.
E-on software products were used in feature films such as as
"Thor", "Avatar", "Clash of the Titans", "Despicable Me", "The Wolf
Man", "2012", "Lovely Bones", "The Imaginarium of Doctor
Parnassus", "GI Joe – The Rise of the Cobra", "The Proposal", "Land
of the Lost", "Terminator 4, "The Curious Case of Benjamin Button",
"Indiana Jones 4", "Monster Vs Aliens", "Australia", "The Spiderwick
Chronicles", "KungFu Panda", "Pirates of the Caribbean 2" and TV
series such as "Smallville", "Battlestar Gallactica", "Caprica",
"Stargate Atlantis", "Stargate Continuum", and more. Read more on
these stories in e-on software's Spotlights section. For more
information, click here.
E-on software was founded on the premise that powerful graphics
tools should never get in the way of the designer’s creativity. By
investing significant resources into research and development, e-on
software is able to deliver cutting-edge, user friendly technologies
that produce stunning Digital Nature scenery.
E-on software is based in Beaverton, Oregon with a European office
in Paris, France.
Visit their website at http://www.e-onsoftware.com.
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Render[in] for SketchUp Announces
Contest Winners

Following an overwhelming response to the call for entries in
January, the 30 lucky winners of the Render[in] for SketchUp
beta tester contest have been chosen. These talented
Render[in] users will be invited to beta test Render[in] 2,
scheduled for release in early 2012.
View the 30 winning entries here.
During the Render[in] 2 beta test phase, this fully-integrated, realtime radiosity engine developed especially for SketchUp Free and
Pro users will be available for US$80.00, a 50% discount off the
regular price! The upgrade from Render[in] 1 to version 2 will be
available for US$80.00.
About Render[in] for SketchUp
Render[in] gives SketchUp users the high-definition, realistic
renderings they've been looking for, in a powerful, easy-to-use
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application.
Render[in] users can:
•

•
•

•
•

quickly create a high definition rendering with no size
limitation;
use existing SketchUp parameters and add new ones;
create a photo-realistic project environment (water, sand,
grass) and a 3D sky with clouds;
create artificial light sources;
see the final result in a real-time radiosity preview window.

Because Render[in] is fully-integrated into SketchUp and uses the
same settings, learning how to create high-definition renderings is
fast and easy. Once the model is ready, Render[in] brings designs to
life, by offering realistic additions like a 3D sky, four types of
clouds, and modifiable lighting sources. Render[in] also offers
additional texture settings to choose from, like specular reflection
and shininess, and auto-bump for materials.
Watch the Render[in] for SketchUp teaser!
-endFor more information, please contact:
Julianna Gulden
International media relations and communications manager
press@renderin.com
www.renderin.com
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Sketching skills Collaboration between
Google, U. benefits kids with autism
spectrum disorder
If you just peek into the computer lab, you can see that the
students are using Google SketchUp to build 3-D models of houses
or dinosaurs or city parks.
But you have to look deeper to see what else a recent study found
they're building with the freeware program: social skills,
friendships, self-confidence and better relationships with their
siblings. Not to mention skills that may lead to future employment.

The students in the University of Utah iSTAR program range in age
from grade school to young adults. About half of them have been
challenged by an autism spectrum disorder while others have
different issues, from attention deficit to learning disabilities. But
when they use the software modeling program, these kids are allstars — and not in a good-for-someone-with-challenges way, says
Tom Wyman, Google manager for business development.
"They are better than most of the world's population with this," he
asserts happily of a collaboration that set out to
give
challenged kids
employment
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skills and ended up changing some lives. "The thing that gets me
excited about the project is that SketchUp allows people with
autism (and other disorders) to recognize their strengths and use
them in a way to contribute to society, be financially independent,
build self-esteem and know you're really good at something."
Lonely no more
Nik Charles believes it. His son, Christopher, 12, struggled to make
friends because of his autism when he started using the program a
couple of years ago. He has those friends now.
Recently, he stood at a podium in front of strangers at a workshop in
Florida to explain the technology to others, a fact his father finds
astonishing.
"I can't do that; I would be too scared," Nik Charles says.
Google SketchUp is used by millions of professionals worldwide to
make 3-D models. Architects, teachers, video game designers, theme
park artists and others all employ it.
The collaboration between the University of Utah and Google that
brought it to these children was serendipitous. A little company in
Boulder, Colo., had created the program for architects, before
Google acquired it. Google allows employees to use 20 percent of
their work time on projects that resonate with them individually and
hopefully will help the company, too. For about eight of them,
including Wyman, the 20 percent has been Project Spectrum,
working with kids on the autism spectrum.
A joyful union
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A Better Way To Learn Sketchup
Learning a new skill is a lot easier if you think of it as a hobby.
Though I wasn't one of the earliest adapters, I started using
SketchUp, a drafting program you can download for free, a few
years back. (A pro version can be purchased as well, but the free
version does most anything a woodworker needs.) I'd always wanted
to learn AutoCad, but I knew it was a major investment of time that
I simply didn't have – or at least didn't want to spend at a computer.
But I suspected that selling furniture would get a lot easier if I
could quickly draw out an idea, draft a few different versions, and
zip it off to clients. I liked to give people options, but redrawing
everything quickly and by hand was a skill I've never possessed. Not
to mention, my hand drawings have never been the kinds of things
you'd want to hang on the wall; my brain can envision what my hand
tries to draw, but I always feared clients left meetings thinking,
"Boy, I hope he builds better than he draws."
With that in mind, I decided to make SketchUp a hobby. Instead of
letting it bite into an already full workday, I started messing with it
for a little while almost every night – when I'd normally read a book
I drew little boxes on the screen and tried to put them together. At
that time there was no decent SketchUp instruction that catered to
furniture makers, so I figured out a great deal just by clicking
around and discovering things accidentally. That said, after you
figure out a few key tools, it's pretty intuitive. Before long I was
drawing boxes, changing their shapes, adding legs and even a piece of
moulding here or there. Somewhere along the way I bought one of
those books with a needlessly insulting title, "SketchUp for Stupid
People," or something like that, but, again, it was more instructive
for engineers than furniture makers. In the
end, I fought
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the good fight trying to learn SketchUp in my spare time and made
it a point to put the computer away before I got too frustrated.
Before long I was sending clients computer drawings. I don't know if
they were impressed, but I sure was.
Over time, however, something that I didn't expect to happen at all
happened somewhat naturally. My designs were getting (hopefully
better but definitely) faster. In the time it would take me to draw
two different versions of a similar idea by hand, I could make small
tweaks and compare dozens of designs side-by-side on the screen. I
was largely self-taught and fairly proud.
Then I started working here at the magazine. I'd already become
proficient creating drawings of things that are rectilinear, but I was
never great with curves. And I could make the outside of a piece of
furniture look decent, which was all I'd ever needed.
At the magazine, however, the editors do most of the drawings –
those that appear in the magazine as well as more extensive (and
free) SketchUp models we put online. Prior to working here, I had no
reason to learn much more than I knew, but the magazine demands
more. So I'm slowly becoming more proficient and learning new skills,
such as creating different components so that, for example, the legs
on a piece of furniture can be removed and turned to expose the
joinery. I'm still learning.
For now, Bob Lang, our executive editor, is giving me large amounts
of help. Most helpful is when he simply says, "Yeah, I get it. I can
finish it up from here." But I know that won't last long. Luckily, he
not only teaches classes on the subject but has also written books
and shot video that teaches furniture makers how to use SketchUp.
Again, I'm learning it slowly, under Bob's tutelage. He's got a couple
different titles available, and while they are all extremely helpful to
me now, I can't tell you how much time they would have saved me if
they existed when I started with SketchUp a few
years
ago. Right now
I'm working
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through both his SketchUp for Woodworkers DVDs, and a his
Woodworker's Guide to SketchUp.
Just as there's no single "best way" to cut a tenon or sharpen a
handplane, no particular drafting technique or program will fit all
your needs all of the time. I still fill the margins of my notebook
with quick sketches of chairs and cabinets. And in terms of rattling
loose a new idea, I think I'll always favor a pencil and a large, unlined
sheet of paper. But once I've honed a basic idea, I now switch over
to SketchUp. To me, it's invaluable for quickly tweaking overall
proportions. Now, instead of starting from scratch or laying tracing
paper over an earlier drawing, I simply click the top or side of a
piece and give it a pull with my mouse. I can save it as a different
version and then compare it to my original, or just undo the changes
and try again. And I'm now experimenting and learning more about
the program again. Like building furniture, you can take SketchUp as
casually or as seriously as you like. . . just make sure you keep
enjoying it along the way.
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Innovation and design in Readington Middle School
The Innovation and Design program offered to all students at
Readington Middle School is engaging and relevant. Ryan Newcamp,
the program’s teacher, has seen this pre-engineering offering
develop from its infancy five years ago to one of the most sought
after 21st Century learning curricula in the state. Each day students
are exposed to technology-driven and collaborative projects that
require higher level thinking in order to solve challenging tasks.
The sixth grade curriculum incorporates real world issues with
science and technology-based solutions. For example, Readington
Middle School sixth-grade students are exploring the issue of
energy use, and have learned that buildings account for half of the
energy used in the U.S. Sixth graders are using the program Google
SketchUp to design a 3D solar house drawn to scale. This program
allows architects and their clients to visualize green features such
as solar panels, sustainable landscaping and building materials that
will serve to produce a more sustainable world. Students are
researching solar radiation, as well as photovoltaic cells and how
they convert the sun’s rays into electrical energy. With Google
SketchUp, Google Earth and the Google 3D Warehouse, students can
create contemporary eco-friendly homes and become even more
inspired and educated about reducing their own ecological footprint.
In seventh grade students further their understanding by applying
their sixth grade learning experiences to more challenging issues.
Scientists have been trying to understand the effects of
earthquakes on structures for years. As student engineers, seventh
grade Readington Middle School students are designing and building
a model structure out of balsa wood that will withstand the stress
of a simulated earthquake. The goal is to create a model of a 20story, 200-foot high building that can withstand
an
earthquake.
Students test
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their towers using a Programmable Earthquake Tremor Table, then
analyze the effects of various loads and observe the forces that will
shake their structure until it collapses.
Currently, eighth grade students at Readington Middle School are
designing and constructing CO2 dragsters. They are learning that
one of the most important considerations automobile engineers
focus on when designing a vehicle is aerodynamics. Aerodynamics
involves how air flows past an object or how an object moves through
air. Students use the design process to learn the relationship
between friction, drag, and weight. They collaborate in groups of
three or four to design a dragster that will have a low drag when
placed in a wind tunnel and a high speed when raced on a 40-foot
track. Since the construction of the vehicle is not a linear process,
revisions are encouraged and expected; this helps students realize
the importance of analyzing and modifying a design to achieve
success.
The Innovation and Design program at Readington Middle School
provides students with collaborative real world educational
experiences. Every student in the building takes the nine-week
course during each year of their middle school experience. The
opportunity to learn and construct while integrating technology
excites students. As Benjamin Franklin once said, “Tell me and I
forget, teach me and I remember, involve me and I learn.” More
information related to the Innovation and Design program can be
found by visiting our website at readington.k12.nj.us.
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Shaderlight v2.1 Switches on Real-world
Lighting for Sketchup Models
Shaderlight v2.1 gives designers, architects, landscape architects and all
SketchUp users a simple and effective means to create real-world
lighting for their 3D models, with a little help from Visa Lighting.
The 3D models include the correct lighting information so that when
rendered with Shaderlight Pro the scenes are illuminated, as they would
be in the real world.
Selected from Visa Lighting's complete collection of fixtures on Google's
3D Warehouse, the Shaderlight ready SketchUp models are available to
download from Google's 3D Warehouse.
In line with Shaderlight's simplicity ethos, users simply import a model
from Shaderlight's 3D Warehouse library into their SketchUp scene and
hit render. Shaderlight will then render the correct lighting and colour
detail for each individual fixture.
These lighting fixtures with embedded IES light profiles will only render
correctly using Shaderlight 2.1. This new release also allows users to
embed IES files within their own SketchUp models making them easy to
share on 3d warehouse and render with Shaderlight v2.1.
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